JAH Forum: Africa and Global History


Contesting Authority and Identity in Sudan


Colonial Medicine and Disease Management

- Mari Webel, “Medical Auxiliaries and the Negotiation of Public Health in Colonial North-Western Tanzania,” 393.
Understanding Conflict in Eastern Congo


http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/18765610/20/4

- Laura Miller, “Theme Issue on Asia Knowledge: Inside and Outside the Ivory Tower,” 311.
- Mark Patrick McGuire, “Participatory Filmmaking among Contemporary Shugendo Practitioners: Representing an Esoteric Tradition in an Accessible Documentary Film,” 325.

The Journal of American History, Vol. 100, No. 3 (December 2013)
http://www.journalofamericanhistory.org/issues/1003/

Presidential Address


Articles

- Gregg Cantrell, “‘Our Very Pronounced Theory of Equal Rights to All’: Race, Citizenship, and Populism in the South Texas Borderlands,” 663.
• Paul C. Rosier, “‘Modern America Desperately Needs to Listen’: The Emerging Indian in an Age of Environmental Crisis,” 711.


**Editor’s Choice**

• Etienne Benson, “The Urbanization of the Eastern Gray Squirrel in the United States,” 691.

---


[http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=AMS&volumeId=47&issueId=04&iid=9054201](http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=AMS&volumeId=47&issueId=04&iid=9054201)

**Un-American Articles**


• Brian Steele, “Inventing Un-America,” 881.


• Alex Goodall, “Two Concepts of Un-Americanism,” 925.

• Simon Wendt, “Defenders of Patriotism or Mothers of Fascism? The Daughters of the American Revolution, Antiradicalism, and Un-Americanism in the Interwar Period,” 943.


• Kate Dossett, “Gender and the Dies Committee Hearings on the Federal Theatre Project,” 993.


**Articles**

• Simon Topping, “‘The Dusky Doughboys’: Interaction between African American Soldiers and the Population of Northern Ireland during the Second World War,” 1131.

• Van Gosse, “Ronald Reagan in Ireland, 1984: A Different Cold War?,” 1155.

• Ann Schofield, “The Returned Yank as Site of Memory in Irish Popular Culture,” 1175.


**Forum**

• Sally Bayley, Suzie Hanna, and Tom Simmons, “Thinking Narratively, Metaphorically and Allegorically through Poetry, Animation and Sound,” 1231.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JAS&volumeId=72&issueId=04&iid=9090687


• Eve Monique Zucker, “Trauma and Its Aftermath: Local Configurations of Reconciliation in Cambodia and the Khmer Rouge Tribunal,” 793.

• Ronojoy Sen, “Going Beyond Mere Accounting: The Changing Role of India’s Auditor General,” 801.

• John Osburg, “Global Capitalisms in Asia: Beyond State and Market in China,” 813.

• Daromir Rudnyckyj, “From Wall Street to Halal Street: Malaysia and the Globalization of Islamic Finance,” 831.
H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], A-I, Third Quarter 2013


- Hwasook Nam, “Progressives and Labor under Park Chung Hee: A Forgotten Alliance in 1960s South Korea,” 873.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JBR&volumeId=52&issueId=04&jid=9068277


- Ian Miller, “Feeding in the Workhouse: The Institutional and Ideological Functions of Food in Britain, ca. 1834-70,” 940.

- Nadja Durbach, “Roast Beef, the New Poor Law, and the British Nation, 1834-63,” 963.


- “‘We Don’t Want Any German Sausages Here!’ Food, Fear, and the German Nation in Victorian and Edwardian Britain,” 1017.
**Journal of Cold War Studies, Vol. 15, Issue 3 (Summer 2013)**
http://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jcws/15/3

- Paul Maddrell, “The Economic Dimension of Cold War Intelligence-Gathering: The West’s Spies in the GDR’s Economy,” 76.

**The Journal of Conflict Resolution, 57:6 (December 2013)**
http://jcr.sagepub.com/content/57/6.toc

- “Bruce Russett Award for Article of the Year in JCR for 2012,” 939.
- Daniel Druckman and Mara Olekalns, “Motivational Primes, Trust, and Negotiators’ Reaction to Crisis,” 966.
- Yonatan Lupu and Vincent A. Traag, “Trading Communities, the Networked Structure of International Relations, and the Kantian Peace,” 1011.
• Ahmer Tarar and Bahar Leventoglu, “Limited Audience Costs in International Crises,” 1065.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjca20/current#


• Anja Osei, “Political parties in Ghana: agents of democracy?,” 543.

• William Attwell, “‘When we have nothing we all eat grass’: debt, donor dependence and the food crisis in Malawi, 2001 to 2003,” 564.

• Ketil Fred Hansen, “A democratic dictator’s success: how Chad’s President Deby defeated the military opposition in three years (2008-2011),” 583.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjoc20/43/4#

• “Obituary: Jan M. Pluvier (1927-2013),” 577.

Special Issue: New Media in Asia


• Meredith L. Weiss, “Parsing the Power of ‘New Media’ in Malaysia,” 591.


• Merlyna Lim, “Many Clicks but Little Sticks: Social Media Activism in Indonesia,” 636.

H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], A-I, Third Quarter 2013

• Orion A. Lewis, “Net Inclusion: New Media’s Impact on Deliberative Politics in China,” 678.

• Raju J. Das, “Capitalism and Regime Change in the (Globalising) World of Labour,” 709.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjcc20/22/84#.UscvTo4SStg

Relationship between Hong Kong and Mainland China in Transition

• Sonny Shiu-Hing Lo, “The Role of a Political Interest Group in Democratization of China and Hong Kong: the Hong Kong Alliance in Support of Patriotic Democratic Movements of China,” 923.

• Jianfa Shen and Xiaolong Luo, “From Fortress Hong Kong to Hong Kong-Shenzhen Metropolis: the emergence of government-led strategy for regional integration in Hong Kong,” 944.

• Francis L.F. Lee and Joseph Man Chan, “Generational Transmission of Collective Memory about Tianamen in Hong Kong: how young rally participants learn about and understand 4 June,” 966.


• Simon X.B. Zhao, “Information Exchange, Headquarters Economy and Financial Centers Development: Shanghai, Beijing and Hong Kong,” 1006.

Research Articles

• Christian Ploberger, “China’s Adaptation Challenges – a critical assessment of China’s ability to facilitate a strategic shift towards a low-carbon economy by applying the structure-agency framework,” 1028.


• Jiangnan Zhu and Jie Lu, “One Rising China, Multiple Interpretations: China’s 60th anniversary celebration through the lens of the world’s printed media,” 1067.


Research Note

*Journal of Contemporary China, Vol. 23, Issue 85 (2014)*
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjcc20/23/85#.Uscz2o4SStg

**River Politics: China and Trans-boundary Rivers**

- Selina Ho, “River Politics: China’s policies in the Mekong and the Brahmaputra in comparative perspective,” 1.

**Credit Control, Income Elasticity and Real Estate Industry in China**

- Yigang Wei, Patrick Tsun-Ip Lam, Yat-Hung Chiang, Barbara Yuk-Ping Leung, and William Seabrooke, “An Exploratory Analysis of Impediments to China’s Credit Control on the Real Estate Industry: an institutional perspective,” 44.

**Shanghai Cooperation Organization in Perspectives**

- Weiqing Song, “Interests, Power and China’s Difficult Game in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO),” 85.

**Research Articles**

- Xiaowen Zhang and Xiaoling Li, “The Politics of Compliance with Adverse WTO Dispute Settlement Rulings in China,” 143.

**Report from the field**
Ying Sun, “Municipal People’s Congress Elections in the PRC: a process of co-option,” 183.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjea20/21/2#.Usc9L44SStg

- Maria Touri and Shani Lynn Rogers, “Europe’s Communication Deficit and the UK Press: Framing the Greek Financial Crisis,” 175.
- Jeff Neilson and Maria Stanfors, “Re-Traditionalisation of Gender Relations in the 1990s? The Impact of Parenthood on Gendered Time Use in Three Scandinavian Countries,” 269.
- Daniela Falcinelli and Sveva Magaraggia, “‘Double Yes’ for Whom? Gender Innovation in Italian Families,” 290.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjea20/21/3#.Usc_W44SStg

Ainur Elmgren, “Power and Society in Finland: Change and Continuity,” 397.

Alex Prichard, “Justice and EU Foreign Policy,” 413.


Claudia Schneider, “Researching Transnationalisation and Higher Education in the Context of Social Mechanisms,” 480.


Violetta Hionidou, “Relief and Politics in Occupied Greece, 1941-4,” 761.

David Motadel, "Islam and Germany’s War in the Soviet Borderlands, 1941-5,” 784.


Alexander Burdumy, “Reconsidering the Role of the Welfare State Within the German Democratic Republic’s Political System,” 872.

---


Paul E. Johnson, “Northern Horse: American Eclipse as a Representative New Yorker,” 701.

Erik Mathisen, “‘Know All Men By These Presents’: Bonds, Localism, and Politics in Early Republican Mississippi,” 727.

Andrew Shankman, “How Should We Think About the Election of 1800?,” 753.


---

• Gregg Huff and Shinobu Majima, “Financing Japan’s World War II Occupation of Southeast Asia,” 937.


• Mark Harrison, “Accounting for Secrets,” 1017.

• Oscar Gelderblom, Abe de Jong, and Joost Jonker, “The Formative Years of the Modern Corporation: The Dutch East Indian Company VOC, 1602-1623,” 1050.


• Dror Goldberg and Igal Milchtaich, “Property Rights Under Administrator-Dictators: The Rise and Fall of America’s First Bank,” 1105.

• Morgan Kelly and Cormac Ó Gráda, “Numerare Est Errare: Agricultural Output and Food Supply in England Before and During the Industrial Revolution,” 1132.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjgr20/15/4#.UsdP0Y4SStg

• Yehouda Shenhav, “Beyond ‘instrumental rationality’: Lord Cromer and the imperial roots of Eichmann’s bureaucracy,” 379.

• Jens-Uwe Guettel, “The U.S. frontier as rationale for the Nazi east? Settler colonialism and genocide in Nazi-occupied Eastern Europe and the American West,” 401.


• Mark Roseman, “The lives of others – amid the deaths of others: biographical approaches to Nazi perpetrators,” 443.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JGA&volumeId=12&issueId=04&jid=9032347


---

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjge20/9/3#.UsdUCY4SStg

Articles from the International Development Ethics Associations’s Gender Justice and Development Conference, Bryn Mawr College, 2011

• Jay Drydyk, “Empowerment, agency, and power,” 249.

• Christine M. Koggel, “A critical analysis of recent work on empowerment: implications for gender,” 263.


Articles


• Ann E. Cudd, “Truly humanitarian intervention: considering just causes and methods in a feminist cosmopolitan frame,” 359.

Discussion note


http://journals.cambridge.org/action//displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=HET&volumeId=35&issueId=04&iid=9071397

- Patrick Welch, “Jonathan Swift on the Lives of the Poor Native Irish as seen through ‘A Modest Proposal’ and Other of his Writings,” 471.
- Paul Oslington, “Contextual History, Practitioner History, and Classic Status: Reading Jacob Viner’s The Customs Union Issue,” 491.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjhr20/12/4#.UsfxF44SStg


• Oksan Bayulgen, “Giving Credit Where Credit is Due: Can Access to Credit be Justified as a New Economic Right?,” 491.

• Brandon B. Golob, “Restricted Representation: The Role of Ethics and Esthetics in Framing Images of Suffering,” 511.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fich20/41/4#.Usf6zo4SStg

• Sebastian Conrad, “Rethinking German Colonialism in a Global Age,” 543.

• Dörte Lerp, “Farmers to the Frontier: Settler Colonialism in the Eastern Prussian Provinces and German Southwest Africa,” 567.


• Patrick Bernhard, “Borrowing from Mussolini: Nazi Germany’s Colonial Aspirations in the Shadow of Italian Expansionism,” 617.


• Britta Schilling, “Imperial Heirlooms: The Private Memory of Colonialism in Germany,” 663.

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jinh/44/3

• Morgan Kelly and Cormac Ó Gráda, “The Waning of the Little Ice Age: Climate Change in Early Modern Europe,” 301.
• Sam White, “The Real Little Ice Age,” 327.

• Ulf Büntgen and Lena Hellmann, “The Little Ice Age in Scientific Perspective: Cold Spells and Caveats,” 353.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=LAS&volumeId=45&issueId=04&iid=9070721


• Maria Soledad Catoggio, “The Consecration of Political Suffering: Martyrs, Heroes and Victims in Argentine Political Culture,” 695.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/flgh20/34/3#.UshBjI4SStg

• George Garnett, “‘The ould fields’: Law and History in the Prefaces to Sir Edward Coke’s Reports,” 245.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/smil20/12/3#.UshBjl4SStg


• Alek Chance, “Realpolitik, Punishment and Control: Thucydides on the Moralization of Conflict,” 263.

http://www.smh-hq.org/jmh/jmhvols/781.html


• Brian N. Hall, “Technological Adaptation in a Global Conflict: The British Army and Communications beyond the Western Front, 1914-1918,” 37.


Robert Romborah Simiyu and Dick Foeken, “I’m only allowed to sell milk and eggs’: Gender aspects of urban livestock keeping in Eldoret, Kenya,” 577.


Marian Burchardt, ‘‘We are saving the township’: Pentecostalism, faith-based organisations, and development in South Africa,” 627.


Claudia Simons, Franzisca Zanker, Andreas Mehler, and Denis M. Tull, “Power-sharing in Africa’s war zones: how important is the local level?,” 681.

Daniel Large, “China, Africa and Beyond,” 707.


Xiuli Xu, “‘One Day’ and the future: Popular support for the wartime CCP bases as reflected in the call for essays on ‘One Day in Jizhong’,” 181.


Yuzhen Li, “Fighting for the leadership of the Chinese Revolution: KMT delegates’ three visits to Moscow,” 218.
• Arif Dirlik, “Two kinds of time: Thoughts on renaissance and revolution,” 242.
• Timothy Cheek, “The importance of revolution as a historical topic,” 250.
• Peter Zarrow, “One, two, many revolutions,” 254.
• Kulsong Yang, “Revolutions in China: Historical origins and contemporary relevance,” 258.
• Daoxuan Huang, “Intellectuals and the Chinese Communist Revolution,” 262.

The Journal of Modern History, Vol. 85, No. 4 (December 2013)
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/668702

• Olindo De Napoli, “Race and Empire: The Legitimation of Italian Colonialism in Juridical Thought,” 801.
• Holly Case, “The Strange Politics of Federative Ideas in East-Central Europe,” 833.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rmis20/18/5#.Ushqm44SStg

Special section: Empire and Education: from Liberal Italy to Fascism

• David Atkinson, “Geographical imaginations, public education and the everyday worlds of Fascist Italy,” 561.
• Valeria Deplano, “Making Italians: colonial history and the graduate education system from the liberal era to Fascism,” 580.
• Alessandro Pes, “Becoming imperialist: Italian colonies in Fascist textbooks for primary schools,” 599.

Non-special section articles

• Steven C. Hughes, “Duelleing after the Duce: postwar conflicts of honour in Italy,” 615.


A Round Table discussion


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rmis20/19/1#.Ushuio4SStg

Non-special section articles


• Theodoros Rakopoulos, “Cooperative modulations: the antimafia movement and struggles over land and cooperativism in eight Sicilian municipalities,” 15.

Special section: Italy on the 150th Anniversary of National Unity

• Roland Sarti, “Italy on the 150th anniversary of national unity,” 34.

• Mario di Napoli and Giuliana Limiti, “The celebrations between history and politics,” 44.


• Frank J. Coppa, “Church and state. Two different approaches to Italy: Pius IX’s confrontation versus Pius XII’s conciliation,” 62.

• Giuseppe Monsagrati, “1861-2011. The celebrations in Italy and in the international context,” 71.


Stewart Firth, “New Developments in the International Relations of the Pacific Islands,” 286.


Michael R. Clement, Jr., “The Insular Empire: America in the Mariana Islands,” 337.


Morgan Tuimaleali’ifano, “Who Will be the Next Malietoa? Will there be Another Malietoa? History and Politics of Succession to a Paramount Tama-a-Aiga Title of Samoa,” 429.

Iati Iati, “Samoa’s Price for 25 Years of Political Stability,” 443.

• Kathleen Hawkes and Max Quanchi, “From the Archives: Photography Collections of the Archives of New Caledonia,” 484.

• Michel Naepels, “Media Review,” 494.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JPH&volumeId=26&issueId=01&iid=9128191


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/upse20/9/4#.Ush8l44SStg

• Joseph Gershtenson, Dennis L. Plane, Joshua M. Scacco, and Jerry Thomas, “Registering to Vote is Easy, Right? Active Learning and Attitudes about Voter Registration,” 379.

• Mario Guerrero and Alisa Beth Rod, “Engaging in Office Hours: A Study of Student-Faculty Interaction and Academic Performance,” 403.’

• Michelle Lorenzini, “From Global Knowledge to Global Civic Engagement,” 417.

• Gigi Gokcek and Alison Howard, “Movies to the Rescue: Keeping the Cold War Relevant for Twenty-First Century Students,” 436.
• Elizabeth S. Smith and Alison Bressler, “Who Taught You to Talk Like That?: The University and Online Political Discourse,” 453.


• Colin Farrelly, “Play and Politics,” 487.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JRA&seriesId=3&volumeId=23&issueId=04&iid=9081223

• J.T. Olsson, “Coup d'état, Coronation and Conversion: Some Reflections on the Adoption of Judaism by the Khazar Khaganate,” 495.


• David Prager Branner and Yuan-Yuan Meng, “Curious Lexicographic Relic of the Cultural Revolution,” 551.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?jid=JRA&volumeId=24&seriesId=3&issueId=01


• Michael Boris Bednar, “The Content and the Form in Amir Khusraw’s Duval Rani va Khizr Khan,” 17.


• Jeffrey M. Diamond, “‘Calculated to be Offensive to Hindoos’? Vernacular Education, History Textbooks and the Waqi’at Controversy of the 1860s in Colonial North India,” 75.


• Rita Langer, “From Riches to Rags: how new clothes for the dead become old robes for monks,” 125.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/36/5#.UsiJRY4SStg


• Rory Cormac, “Coordinating Covert Action: The Case of the Yemen Civil War and the South Arabian Insurgency,” 692.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/36/6#.UsiLRy4SStg


• Ken Young, “The Hydrogen Bomb, Lewis L. Strauss and the Writing of Nuclear History,” 815.

• Sébastien Miraglia, “Deadly or Impotent? Nuclear Command and Control in Pakistan,” 841.

• Thijs Brocades Zaalberg, “The Use and Abuse of the ‘Dutch Approach’ to Counter-Insurgency,” 867.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjth20/5/2#.UsiO044SStg

Special Issue: Sports Tourism


Articles

- Stephanie Crabeck, “Measuring the supply of tourism accommodation: figures that make no sense? Reflections on campsite statistics for Wallonie (Belgium),” 201.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjts20/11/4#.UsiTAo4SSStg

- Moritz Pöllath, “‘Far away from the Atlantic...’: Goa, West New Guinea and NATO’s out-of-area policy at Bandung 1955,” 387.

Journal of Vietnamese Studies, Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 2013)


Tran Thi Phuong Hoa, “From Liberally-Organized to Centralized Schools: Education in Tonkin, 1885-1927,” 27.


Labor Studies Journal, 38:3 (September 2013)
http://lsj.sagepub.com/content/38/3.toc

From the 2013 International Labour Process Conference


Articles

Tim Fowler and Doug Hagar, “‘Liking’ Your Union: Unions and New Social Media during Election Campaigns,” 201.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fmhr20/28/2#.UslLQ44SStg

Clare Rowan, “Coinage as commodity and bullion in the western Mediterranean, ca. 550-100 BCE,” 105.


María Dolores López Pérez and José Ignacio Padilla Lapuente, “Mallorcan merchants in the medieval Maghrib: mercantile strategies in the port of Hunayn in the mid-fourteenth century,” 141.

• Ariadni Moutafidou, “Giovanni di Niccolò Pappaffy: identities and philanthropies of an Ottoman Greek broker in Malta,” 191.

The Middle East Journal, Vol. 67, No. 4 (Autumn 2013)
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/mei/mei/2013/00000067/00000004;jsessionid=2u48rm2dm9c65.alice


• Michele Penner Angrist, “Understanding the Success of Mass Civic Protest in Tunisia,” 547.


Middle East Policy, Vol. 20, Issue 4 (Winter 2013)

Syria Symposium


Policy Conundrums

• Chas W. Freeman, Jr., “Coping with Kaleidoscopic Change in the Middle East,” 29.

• Turki Al Faisal bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud, “Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Policy,” 37.


• Amal A. Kandeel, “Regional Upheaval: The Stakes for the GCC,” 59.

• Onn Winckler, “The ‘Arab Spring’: Socioeconomic Aspects,” 68.
Egypt

- Elizabeth Iskander Monier and Annette Ranko, “The Fall of the Muslim Brotherhood: Implications for Egypt,” 111.

Iran

- Mahmood Monshipouri and Manochehr Dorraj, “Iran’s Foreign Policy: A Shifting Strategic Landscape,” 133.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fmes20/49/6#.UslpJ44SStg

- Nobuyoshi Fujinami, “Decentralizing Centralists, or the Political Language on Provincial Administration in the Second Ottoman Constitutional Period,” 880.
- Denis Vovchenko, “Creating Arab Nationalism? Russia and Greece in Ottoman Syria and Palestine (1840-1909),” 901.
- Rami Ginat, “Remembering History: The Egyptian Discourse on the Role of Jews in the Communist Movements,” 919.
- Na’ama Ben Ze’ev, “Civil Associations in Mandatory Haifa: A New Perspective on Palestinian-Arab Political Life,” 958.
Weipin Tsai, “Breaking the Ice: The establishment of overland winter postal routes in the late Qing China,” 1749.


Emer O'Dwyer, “Mantetsu Democracy,” 1812.


Jonathan J. Howlett, “The British boss is gone and will never return: Communist takeovers of British companies in Shanghai (1949-1954),” 1941.


Amanda Gilbertson, “A Fine Balance: Negotiating fashion and respectable femininity in middle-class Hyderabad, India,” 120.
- Peter Phillimore, “‘That Used to be a Famous Village’: Shedding the past in rural north India,” 159.

- Shuge Wei, “Beyond the Front Line: China’s rivalry with Japan in the English-language press over the Jinan Incident, 1928,” 188.


- Elisabeth Mariko Leake, “British India versus the British Empire: The Indian Army and an impasse in imperial defence, circa 1919-39,” 301.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cmcf20/21/4#.UsnLHI4SStg


- Lara Cox, “Flaubert, Femininity, and Free-Fall Stardom: A Reading of Madame Bovary (Chabrol, 1991) and Un Coeur simple (Laine, 2008),” 537.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cmit20/18/4#.UsnUFI4SStg

- Selena Daly, “The Futurist mountains’: Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s experiences of mountain combat in the First World War,” 323.

• Andrea Mariuzzo, “Land reform in the 1950s in Italy and the United States: the thinking of Mario Einaudi,” 355.

• Ruth Glynn, “The ‘turn to the victim’ in Italian culture: victim-centred narratives of the anni di piombo,” 373.

• Stefania Tufi, “Shared places, unshared identities: vernacular discourses and spatialised constructions of identity in the linguistic landscape of Trieste,” 391.


• Sergio Fabbrini, “Political and institutional constraints on structural reforms: interpreting the Italian experience,” 423.

• David Forgacs, “I Watussi,” 437.

Le Monde Diplomatique (November 2013)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2013/11/


• Jacques Lévesque, “La Russie est de retour sur la scène internationale,” 1.

• Yann Breault, “Place de Smolensk, une élite nostalgique et ambition."

• “Confortez notre indépendance,” 2.

• Sébastien Rolland, “La Cour des comptes, cerveau de l’austérité,” 3.


• Anne Vigna, “Faire ses courses à Caracas."


• Alain Gresh, “Quand Paris se couche…”
• Francesca Maria Benvenuto, “La Cour pénale internationale en accusation,” 11.
• “Concours étudiants 2013.”
• Charles Dannaud, “Le pouvoir perd pied en Malaisie,” 16.
• Pierre Micheletti, “Comment soigner les Afghans,” 17.
• Olivier Pironet, “Machiavel contre le machiavélisme,” 27.

Supplément

• “Amérique latine, un continent en images,” I.
• Carolina Amaral de Aguiar, “Petite histoire de la photographie,” I.
• Ticio Escobar, “Au Paraguay, les fantômes de Stroessner,” II.
• Mathias de Breyne, “Buenos Aires, ville-cerveau,” IV.
• “Genèse d’une exposition.”

Le Monde Diplomatique (December 2013)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2013/12/

• Serge Halimi, “Editorial: Iran, le dégel,” 1.
• Alexis Spire, “Xénophobes au nom de l’État social,” 1.
H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], A-I, Third Quarter 2013

- “L’indépendance, une anomalie?”
- Christophe Jaffrelot, “Un gouvernement des juges?”
- Jake Rom D. Cadag and Jean-Christophe, “Philippines, des coupables trop commodes,” 10.
- Edouard Pflimlin, “Drones civils, le décollage.”

Dossier

- “L’empire des jeux vidéo,” 19.
- Benoît Bréville and Pierre Rimbert, “Pour gagner des points, lisez cet article,” 19.
- Mathieu Triclot, “‘Super Mario’ entre au musée,” 20.
- Martin Lefebvre, “En quête de réalisme, mais pas de réel,” 22.
• Thibault Henneton, “Le tournant de la nomadisation.”
• Thibault Henneton, “J’ai besoin de chasser.”
• Guillaume Barou, “Cartographie d’une industrie mondialisée.”
• Thibault Henneton, “Détestable moi.”

Le Monde Diplomatique (January 2014)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2014/01/

• Olivier Zajec, “Nouvelle bataille du Pacifique autour d’un archipel,” 1.
• “On ne prête qu’aux riches.”
• Anne-Cécile Robert, “François Hollande, président à Bangui,” 3.
• Michel Galy, “Polémique sur les massacres,” 5.
• Shervin Ahmadi, “Le monde selon Téhéran,” 7.
• Maurice Lemoine, “Le Paraguay dévoré par le soja,” 10.
• Fabien Desage and David Guéranger, “Rendez-vous manqué de la gauche et de la politique locale,” 16.
• Michel Koebel, “Cent dix-sept fois plus de cadres que d’ouvriers,” 17.
• Giorgio Agamben, “Comment l’obsession sécuritaire fait muter la démocratie,” 22.
• Laurent Geslin and Simon Rico, “Partitions (ex-)yougoslaves,” 27.

Dossier

Au grand jeu des nationalités,” 19.

Benoît Bréville, “Pourquoi vous ne deviendrez jamais,” 1.


Supplément

“La couverture santé, un combat universel,” I.

James Akazili and Charlotte Soulary, “Un défi pour les pays du Sud,” I.

Carina Vance, “Un objectif constitutionnel,” I.

Anne Frintz, “Au Sénégal, les femmes en première ligne,” II.

Laurence Tubiana, “Un enjeu de développement durable,” II.

Mathilde Bouyé and Jean-Michel Severino, “Négociations cruciales aux Nations unies,” III.

Xavier Deepak and Reddy K. Srinath, “En Inde, le gouvernement sous pression,” IV.
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